Summary:

This unit of study is designed to align with the 8th Grade Arizona Social Studies Standards, but could easily be adapted to fit other grade levels as well as similar standards from other states. The purpose of this unit is to have students consider how Ecuadorians have altered their environment and for what reasons. They will study the impact of these changes, as well as how people think about their environment and how those opinions change over time. Once students have looked at Ecuador as a case study, they are challenged to think critically about their own community. From their own observations, they will identify issues affecting their society and reflect on what should be done to minimize the clash between people and the environment.

In Lesson 1, students reflect on environmental changes they have noticed in their hometown. Then they will view a Power Point presentation that gives examples of environmental change across Ecuador. Students conclude by comparing and contrasting changes experienced in each country. Lesson 2 considers why people have altered their environment. Students participate in a “graffiti wall” where in groups they rotate around the room posting their ideas about why people alter the environment. Each “wall,” or piece of butcher paper, has a prompt such as “energy” or “transportation” that the students specifically address. In Lesson 3, students read about real examples in Ecuador and in their hometown of the impact environmental change has on society. They follow this reading by writing a letter to the editor to express their opinion and propose a solution to the conflict. Finally in Lesson 4, students are given the opportunity to do research on an environmental issue in either Ecuador or their hometown or state. They compile their information and write a newspaper article informing the public about the situation. Teachers can choose to extend this lesson by having students draw political cartoons or by creating a public service announcement for TV or radio, for example.

Essential Questions:
1. How have humans changed their environment?
2. Why have humans changed their environment?
3. What impact do these changes have on the way people and society as a whole live and work?
4. How have human views on how to use or change the environment evolved?

Background Notes:
Information in this Unit Plan, unless otherwise noted, came from the many lectures and experiences had in Ecuador this past summer.
Standards:
Arizona State Social Studies Standards
Strand 4: Geography, Concept 5: Environment and Society
*Human and environmental interactions are interdependent upon one another.*

**PO1:** Describe how humans modify ecosystems (e.g., deforestation and desertification).
**PO2:** Describe why humans modify ecosystems (e.g., resources, economic livelihood).
**PO3:** Explain how changes in the natural environment can increase or diminish its capacity to support human activities (e.g., global warming, pollution, mining, natural disasters, water table).
**PO5:** Analyzing changing viewpoints on the best use of natural resources (e.g., value of oil, water use, forest management).

Objectives:
1. Student will understand ways in which humans have altered their environment and why.
2. Students will use Ecuador as a case study in understanding how humans interact with and impact their environment. They will use Ecuador as a frame of reference when studying their own community.
3. Students will reflect on the attitudes and priorities of various communities, including their own, in their interaction with the environment.

Materials:
- PowerPoint
- Lesson 1 Venn Diagram
- Lesson 2 Graphic Organizer
- Lesson 3 Chart
- Butcher Paper
- Tape
- Markers
- Articles

Lesson Plans:
**Lesson 1: How have humans changed the environment?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do First/Anticipatory Set: Writing Prompt: “What changes have you noticed in our city as you have grown up?” After 5 minutes, have students share answers with partners.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching: Input, Modeling, Check for Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Teacher introduces topic and either passes out or posts (for students to copy) a Venn diagram (Handout 1). Have students list changes for their hometown in the Venn diagram—teacher does so on overhead.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Present PowerPoint presentation. Have students record in Venn Diagram ways the environment has been altered in Ecuador.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided Practice:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Share answers on overhead.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Have students in groups of 2-4 fill out the center of the diagram reflecting on similarities between Ecuador and their hometown.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lesson 2:
Why have people changed their environment?

Do First/Anticipatory Set: Begin by reviewing how humans have changed the environment. Have them choose two to three ways people have changed the earth (from Lesson 1) and create sketches with captions underneath for each that shows these changes. Share with classmate.

Teaching: Input, Modeling, Check for Understanding
The teacher introduces the question of why humans change their environment. Brainstorm a few possible reasons on the board/overhead. Teachers may want to show the Power Point again briefly to review the photos. Next, use a “graffiti wall” to expand on the PowerPoint. Have large sheets of butcher paper taped to the walls scattered around the classroom. They should be labeled Economy, Energy, Transportation, Recreation, Agriculture, Housing, Population Growth, and Other. Draw a line straight down the center of the paper and write Ecuador on one side and the name of your town on the other. Divide the class into groups of 3-4. Each group should have a different colored marker (so you can later attribute various ideas to the correct group).

Guided Practice: Assign each group to stand by one of the posters. Direct each group to write as many examples of change for Ecuador and for your town they can think of that correspond to the topic of the specific paper (economy, transportation, etc.). Give each group 2-3 minutes then rotate the groups the next topic. Do so until each group has reached each topic.

Closure: Class reflects on all ideas posted. Posters are shared and class discusses reaction.

Independent Practice: Each student fills out Lesson 2 graphic organizer. Have each student choose one category they found most interesting and write a summary/reaction to their findings.

Assessment: Participation, graphic organizer, summary/reaction.

Lesson 3:
What is the impact of environmental change on people and society?

Do First/Anticipatory Set: Writing Prompt: From yesterday’s lesson, name and explain one positive change and one negative change people have made to the environment either here or in Ecuador.

Teaching: Explain that students will be examining two examples of the
imparts of environmental change on people and society. Divide the class into partners. Half of the partners will read an article about Ecuador and half will read an issue about your local community. Teachers must select an appropriate article from their community to share with their students. This may range from water issues to urban sprawl. Your local paper is a great place to look for a relevant article. For the article about Ecuador, I would suggest using a recent series from NPR on the Galapagos Islands. You can play it for free or have the transcript emailed to you. The Web site is http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=4793575.

Another good article is on the BBC Web site at http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/4308537.stm. This addresses the impact of the oil industry on the indigenous peoples of the Ecuadorian Amazon. Teachers may wish to assign only part of this lengthy article. Have partners take turns reading and have them together record the main idea and one supporting detail for each paragraph (or appropriate amount of material). Once they are finished reading, they must write a brief summary on the article and prepare to share their findings with another group. Jigsaw: Match a pair that read about Ecuador with a group that read on your area. Have them share their findings with each other.

Guided Practice: Pass out or post Lesson 3 organizer. As a group of four, have students fill in chart.

Closure: Have class share findings and perceptions.

Independent Practice: Have students write a letter to the editor where they express their opinion on one environmental issue that has arisen. Require student to state the problem, give their opinion, and suggest a solution.

Assessment: Assess notes from article, organizer, and letter to editor.

Lesson 4:
How do people’s views on the environment change?

Do First/Anticipatory Set: Have students respond to this Native American proverb: We do not inherit the earth from our ancestors; we borrow it from our children. Have them share their interpretation and opinion. Also ask if they believe this is how most Americans think about the environment today.

Teaching: Input, Modeling, Check for Understanding Explain that over time people’s ideas on how we should treat the environment has changed. Also, explain that different people and societies have many views on the environment and its importance. Choose a local issue (perhaps the same local issue used in Lesson 3) and expand on how the community has come to view the clash between the environment and society and how it has evolved.

Guided Practice: Have students research either an issue in your community or in...
Ecuador. Students should have a minimum of three sources and write a newspaper story intended for print in your local paper. The research could be accomplished in one to two classes in a school computer lab/library.

| Closure: | Have class share their topics. |
| Independent Practice: | Many possibilities exist to extend this lesson. Ideas for independent projects include political cartoons, a letter to an elected official, a political campaign speech, posters, bumper stickers, or a TV or radio ad to increase the community’s awareness of the issue. You may choose one or more for the class or have them choose. |
| Assessment: | Assess the newspaper article and other independent projects. |

**Follow-Up Activities:**
Many activities could follow these four lessons. Further research into Ecuador or other countries and the conflicts they have between society and the environment could be explored. Also, an investigation into the impact of technology and communication on society and the environment would be fascinating. Studying ancient cultures, or even modern cultures, whose values differ in regards to the environment would also be rewarding.

**Additional Resources:**
Many resources exist online that can assist any teacher in creating or extending lesson plans. The easiest search method is to use any search engine, such as [www.google.com](http://www.google.com), and search for the desired topic.

**References:**
In this Unit Plan two sources are mentioned for possible use. The first is an article from BBC that discusses the oil industry in the Ecuadorian Amazon.


Also recommended was the NPR series on the Galapagos Islands.